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ABSTRACT

The Environment of Lyman Break Analogues (ELBA) survey is an imaging survey
of 33 deg 2 of the southern sky. The survey was observed in u, g, r, and i bands with
the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) on the Blanco telescope. The main goal of this
project is to investigate the environment of Lyman break analogues (LBAs), lowredshift (z ∼0.2) galaxies that are remarkably similar to typical star-forming galaxies
at z ∼ 3. We explore whether the environment has any influence on the observed
properties of these galaxies, providing valuable insight on the formation and evolution
of galaxies over cosmic time. Using the Nearest Neighbour method, we measure the
local density of each object ranging from small to large scales (clusters of galaxies).
Comparing the environment around LBAs with that of the general galaxy population
in the field, we conclude that LBAs, on average, populate denser regions at small scales
(∼ 1.5M pc), but are located in similar environment to other star-forming galaxies at
larger scales (∼ 3.0M pc). This offers evidence that nearby encounters such as mergers
may influence the star formation activity in LBAs, before infall onto larger galaxy
clusters. We interpret this an indication of galaxy preprocessing, in agreement with
theoretical expectations for galaxies at z ∼ 2 -3 where the gravitational interactions
are more intense in early formation processes of this objects
Key words: galaxies:evolution – galaxies:interactions – galaxies:starburst
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INTRODUCTION

Large multi-band galaxy surveys (SDSS-York et al. 2000,
GALEX- Martin et al. 2005, 2MASS-Skrutskie et al. 2006,
WISE- Wright et al. 2010, DES-Abbott et al. 2018) have significantly furthered the efforts of understanding galaxy formation and evolution processes. Based on such studies we
know that the galaxy local environment, i.e., the galaxy’s
immediate surroundings, plays an important role in its formation and evolution, and in driving its observed properties.
The first evidence for a correlation between environment and
galaxy property was observed by Oemler (1974) and Dressler
?
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(1980). They showed that in the local universe, spiral galaxies reside in lower-density regions while elliptical galaxies
are more likely to be found in high-density environments,
the so-called morphology-density relation. Possible explanations for this empirical relation can be categorized into the
two main cases: processes that occur during the formation
of the galaxy (‘nature’ hypothesis), or those ongoing over
the evolution of the galaxy (‘nurture’ hypothesis). How the
latter leads to the morphology-density relation can be explained as follows: in dense environments, mergers and tidal
interactions are more common, which could destroy discs in
spiral galaxies and convert them into elliptical or lenticular
galaxies (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Farouki & Shapiro 1981).
Many of the processes that act in dense galaxy environ-
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ments govern the distribution and abundance of gas, which
is the fuel for star formation. Therefore, such processes also
affect the star formation rate (SFR) within their member
galaxies (e.g. ram pressure, strangulation, mergers). Interactions of galaxies in dense intracluster regions can strip
the gas, and quench the star formation activity (Gunn &
Gott 1972; Balogh et al. 1998). Studies have shown that the
morphology-density relation is present from low to high density environments (Kodama et al. 2001; Gómez et al. 2003).
Several studies have shown that the environment influences
galaxy properties, e.g., SFR (Kodama et al. 2001; Gómez
et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2014; Darvish et al. 2016), galaxy colors (Grützbauch et al. 2011), presence of Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN; Hatch et al. 2014; Malavasi et al. 2015), and
gas content (Darvish et al. 2018). The role of environment
on galaxy evolution is complex and benefits from additional
studies of environmental density on observed galaxy properties.

Table 1. LBAs in the ELBA survey
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Current cosmological models of galaxy formation and
evolution describe galaxies in the local universe yet fail
to explain properties of galaxies at high redshift (Baugh
2006, z = 2–3). More complex scenarios than the hierarchical model are required to explain the observed properties
in these galaxies, such as cold gas flows and galaxy mergers. Lyman break galaxies (LBG) offered a means to select in bulk typical star-forming galaxies at high redshift.
Much of our knowledge about the distant (z > 2) universe
comes from their study (e.g. LBGs Steidel et al. 1999; Pettini et al. 2001; Giavalisco 2002; Ouchi et al. 2004; Lee et al.
2013; Basu-Zych et al. 2013).Using cross-correlation methods, Adelberger et al. (2005) found that only a small fraction
of the baryons in LBG halos are associated with the LBGs
themselves. The excess baryons could be associated to other
(fainter) objects located in the same halo, that remained
undetected below the LBG survey sensitivity limits.
In our study, we focus on galaxies that share the same
physical properties as LBGs, but are low-redshift galaxies
and therefore may be subject to different local conditions.
Basu-Zych et al. (2009a) studied these low-redshift analogues statistically at z ∼ 1 and concluded that they are
mostly found in pairs or small groups. Drawing upon this
work, we embark on a study of the local environments of
z < 0.3 analogues using the deep imaging capability of the
Dark Energy Camera (DECam, Flaugher et al. 2015). We
observed 11 LBAs (Lyman break analogues) that constitute
the Environment of Lyman Break Analogues survey.
In this paper, we aim to establish the impact of the environment in the formation of LBAs. The paper is organized
as follows: We present our LBA sample in Section 2 and our
survey observations in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 describe
our methodology for determining photometric redshifts and
the local density of LBAs, respectively. We discuss our results in Section 6 and state our conclusions in Section 7.
Throughout this work, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ho = 70 kms−1 M pc−1 ,Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.
SFRs and stellar masses are based on a Chabrier (Chabrier
2003) initial mass function (IMF).

Galaxy

z

logM∗ (M )

R50

SFR(M yr −1 )

LBA218
LBA223
LBA228
LBA242
LBA246
LBA334
LBA315
LBA349
LBA326
LBA231
LBA238

0.180293
0.185750
0.217992
0.254800
0.221935
0.230648
0.136773
0.251667
0.204322
0.139000
0.079319

10.7
10.3
9.30
10.6
10.0
9.8
10.8
10.0
10.0
10.4
9.8

4.61
2.53
0.93
1.57
2.07
0.87
2.77
3.07
1.30
2.46
0.21

7.48
6.14
13.16
7.09
16.50
18.99
23.14
16.07
9.18
3.00
2.77

THE LYMAN BREAK ANALOGUE SAMPLE

Lyman break analogs (LBAs) are a sample of low-redshift
galaxies (z ∼ 0.3) that were selected to reproduce the main
properties (e.g. Heckman et al. 2005) of star-forming galaxies
in the distant Universe, i.e., the LBGs, which have served as
a relevant and well-explored population in studying galaxy
evolution. The LBAs are a subsample of the Ultraviolet Luminous Galaxies (UVLG) identified by matching the Galaxy
Evolution Explorer (GALEX) survey to the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey DR-3 by Heckman et al. (2005); Hoopes et al.
(2007). They identified 215 galaxies with FUV luminosities
LFUV > 1010 L , which corresponds to the typical rest-frame
UV luminosities of Lyman break galaxies (LBG) at z ∼ 3.0
(1010.8 L , Arnouts et al. 2005) and to that of lower-redshift
galaxies (z= 1.5 - 2.5) that also have LBG-like spectral types,
i.e., the BX and BM galaxies (e.g. Adelberger et al. 2005).
LBAs are defined as the subsample of UVLGs with the
highest surface brightness (IFUV > 109 L K pc−2 ), characterized by super-compact morphologies and exhibit metallicities, gas fractions, morphologies and attenuation values
similar to those found in main sequence star-forming galaxies at high redshift (2 6 z 6 3);(Hoopes et al. 2007; BasuZych et al. 2007, 2009a, 2013; Overzier et al. 2010a, 2011;
Gonçalves et al. 2010, 2014). Thereby, LBAs represent a reliable sample for studying the detailed processes that happen
in galaxies in the distant universe because they share similar
properties and being at low-z they are closer by and hence do
not suffer from cosmic deeming, offering a favourable view
of the high-z processes. These galaxies are rare and unique
in the local universe. They present a spatial density ∼ 10−5
M pc−3 (Heckman et al. 2005).
Our main goal in this work is to evaluate the effects of
the environment (if any) on the formation of LBAs. For this
we observed the fields around each LBA in our sample in
four photometric bands (ugri). We selected 11 LBAs based
on the observability from Blanco Telescope âĂŤ these observations constitute the ELBA survey.These are a subsample
of the LBA sample from Heckman et al. (2005); Hoopes et al.
(2007). The 11 LBAs in our sample are representative of the
wider LBA population because they cover typical ranges in
stellar mass and SF, as well as physical sizes. This allows
us to undertake an environmental study of LBAs without
selection effects in the sample.
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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Figure 1. ELBA image cutouts, measuring 25” x 25”, produced by a stack of the images observed on g, r and i bands. These images
illustrate the compact morphologies of the LBAs. These 25” image cutouts show a range of potential signs from mergers or interactions. For
example, a few show nearby companions, while others have faint tidal features (also seen by HST, Overzier et al. 2009). By encompassing
a larger FOV than HST, the ELBA survey probes both the small and the large-scale environments of LBAs.

Figure 2. The ELBA survey consists of deep ugri DECam imaging on 11 individual positions (here shown as blue dots), each
centered on a Lyman-Break Analogue (LBA). With each field
covering a large physical area of 3 square decrees in the sky, we
are able to compare the environment of LBAs with that of other
galaxies of similar stellar mass or star formation rate.

3

ELBA SURVEY

The observations were performed between 2014 and 2017
for 10 nights (programs 2014A-0632, 2015A-0619, 2017A0913) on the Blanco Telescope located at Cerro Tololo
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)

Inter-American Observatory (CTIO), using the Dark Energy Camera (DECam). DECam is a mosaic CCD camera
composed of 62 CCDs with a field of view of 3 square degrees (e.g. Flaugher et al. 2015) and a plate scale of 0.236
arcsec per pixel. Images were obtained in four broadband
filters u,g,r and i. The u band observations were included to
obtain photometric data on either side of the 4000 break,
yielding more reliable photometric redshifts for the galaxies
in the imaged fields. To obtain deep photometry with high
signal-to-noise ratio the total exposure times are 3600s for
the g and r bands, 1800s for the i-band and 5000s for the
u band. These allow us to obtain reliable 10σ detections,
down to u = 22.5 mag AB , g = 24.4 mag AB , r = 24.0 mag AB ,
i = 23.2 mag AB .
We present the physical properties and image cutouts
for each of the 11 LBAs in Table 1 and Figure 1. The table includes spectroscopic redshifts from Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS), stellar masses, star formation rates and halflight radii (R50 in u band from Hoopes et al. (2007). In Figure
1, we show 25” × 25” image cutouts, centered on each of the
LBAs, and produced by stacking the gri bands. In this figure
we show the 11 galaxies that constitutes our sample. Two
galaxies in our sample LBA228 and LBA316 were imaged
under poor observational conditions. Throughout this paper
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our results are based on the nine galaxies with good data
quality.
In total, the ELBA survey covers approximately 33 deg2
with individual exposures of 100s in ugri. The complete survey is composed of 11 fields, each field centered around one
LBA. The total areal coverage is presented in Figure 2. Since
all observed fields are within the SDSS (e.g. York et al. 2000)
footprint, a significant fraction of the brightest sources in our
data also have SDSS spectroscopic data allowing us to test
the quality of our ELBA-derived photometric redshifts.
3.1

Photometry and catalogs

In this section, we describe the details in the analysis, including image processing and photometry for detected sources in
the data used in this paper. We coadd images according to
the method proposed by Morganson et al. (2018). All single epoch images were processed using DESDM (Dark Energy Survey Data Management). We use SCAMP (Bertin
2006) to calculate astrometric solutions to guarantee that
the sources will be in the same region or pixel in the final
coadded image. To build the image we use SWARP (Bertin
et al. 2002) to resample the individual exposures and build
the final image for each field in the observed bands.
We use Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to
produce the catalogs from coadded images. We use the rband data as detection images to identify the location for
each source in the images. We run SExtractor in double image mode to constrain source positions in each coadded (the
detection catalogs) and single image in order to determine
source magnitudes in each observed band. The basic parameters available for each object in the catalogs include Flags,
position values (ALPHAWINJ2000, DELTAWINJ2000) and
the photometry for each observed band (MAGAUTO, MAGPSF). The same methodology was used to reduce and produce source catalogs for the Blanco Imaging the Southern
Sky Survey (BLISS) (e.g. Mau et al. 2019).
We detect faint galaxies down to r ∼ 25 with S/N ∼
3. To estimate the magnitude limit in ELBA data, we measure the S/N using the uncertainties in magnitudes obtained
using SExtractor. The magnitude errors in the objects are
estimated as the inverse of the S/N corrected by Pogson’s
constant.
To perform Star-Galaxy separation we apply the modest class classification used by Drlica-Wagner et al. (2018)
on DES data. The modest class classification is associated with SPREAD-MODEL and SPREADERR-MODEL
in i-band (Figure 3) and are represented by the expression
SPRE ADMODE L + 5/3 × SPRE ADE RRMODE L. The spread
model is a morphological parameter obtained using Sextractor by normalization between the best PSF model and an
extended model of a circular disk convolved with the PSF.
We adopted ModestClass 6 0.002 for point sources (e.g.
Drlica-Wagner et al. 2018). The magnitude distribution for
point sources as a function of the S/N is presented in Figure
4. In Figure 3 we compare how the star-galaxy separation
criterium performs for pure sources from DES and for pure
sources on ELBA: the classifications agree with each other.
We adopt the peaks of the distributions of magnitudes as
the magnitude limit for point sources for a 10 σ detection.
We obtain 22.5, 24.4, 24.0, 23.2 for u g, r and i band, respectively.Table 2 shows a comparison between the ELBA mag-

Table 2. Comparison of magnitude limit between ELBA,SDSS
and DES for 10σ detections.
Filter
u
g
r
i

ELBA (10σ)
22.5
24.4
24.0
23.2

DES (10σ)
—–
23.5
23.1
22.5

SDSS (10σ)
22.0
22.2
22.2
21.3

nitude limit and Dark Energy Survey DR-1 (Abbott et al.
2018).
The reliability of ELBA photometry was tested comparing the magnitudes of sources in ELBA fields that are
available in the DES database (Figure 5). The scattering in
magnitude for between our data and DES is ∼ 0.01, The
large differences for some sources is due to inaccurate photometry for objects with low surface brightness.
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PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS

We use LePhare to estimate the photometric redshifts. LePhare (Ilbert et al. 2006) is a public code that uses template
fitting and χ2 minimization between observed and theoretical magnitudes to estimate the best template and redshift.
The code provides several template sets and extinction laws
already available for the user. For this study we choose the
set of templates CFHTLS by Ilbert et al. (2006) obtained
from the interpolation of the commonly used Coleman et al.
(1980) templates with different Hubble types and Kinney
et al. (1996) for starburst galaxies.
To estimate the accuracy of photometric redshifts on
ELBA data we used the normalized median absolute deviation (NMAD). NMAD is a robust measurement of the
precision obtained in a sample of photometric redshifts with
spectroscopic counterparts available (Brammer et al. 2008).
In addition it yields appropriate uncertainties of the photoz distribution without being affected by catastrophic errors
(Molino et al. 2014). The NMAD is defined as:
σN M AD = 1.48 × median

δz − median(δz )
,
1 + zs

(1)

where δz ≡ zb − zs is the difference between the photometric
redshift obtained using LePhare zb and the spectroscopic
redshift zs . The accuracy of the photometric redshifts using only ugri is presented in Fig 6. In this set of observations using only four bands available on ELBA survey, we
recover 75% of the spectroscopic redshifts at I AB ≤ 24 with
σδz/(1+z) = 0.0684 and a median bias of δz /(1 + z) = 0.0462.
To increase the precision of the photometric redshift
measurements, we also include near-infrared photometry
from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (Lawrence et al.
2007). The UKIDSS survey covers 7500 degrees over the
north sky covering regions in low galactic latitude. Adding
the bands JHK available in UKIDSS we perform new photometric redshift measurements and recover 87% of the spectroscopic redshifts at I AB ≤ 24 with σδz/(1+z) = 0.0228 and a
median bias of δz/(1 + z) = 0.0186 (Figure 7). We use these
improved photometric redshifts to perform environmental
density measurements.
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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Figure 3. In order to distinguish between extendend and point sources, we use the M odestClass parameter. We fixed this parameter at
0.002, wich means that all sources with modest class values smaller than 0.002 are classified as point sources. In these plots we show the
M odestClass selection for the center square degree region around the LBAs analyzed in this work that have match with DES catalogs,
with the distribution of the M odestClass as a function of the DES i-band and ELBA i-band shown in left and right panels, respectively.
The right panel shows the distribution of modest class as function of ELBA i-band. Both panels clearly identify a clear stellar locus
where the M odestClass is close to zero. In all panels the black (red) lines corresponds to thresholds applied to modest class for a pure
galaxy selection.The red line represents M odestClass equals 0.002. We use the same parameters as the DES in order to demonstrate
that we can use these thresholds on ELBA data with no negative impact in our star galaxy separation.

Figure 4. Magnitude distributions for point sources as a function of signal-to-noise ratio for all observed bands on ELBA survey. We
adopted the peak of the distribution for sources with S/N ∼ 10 as the magnitude limit in each band for the survey.

5

THE LOCAL DENSITY OF LBAS

In order to measure the local number density around each
galaxy (with S/N ≥ 2, in order to avoid spurious detections),
we use the k-th nearest neighbour (KNN) method. For a
given value k we specify the distance to the k-th nearest
neighbours to the target galaxy by computing the surface
projected density, δk , which is defined as:
δk =

k
πrk2

(2)

where k is the number of neighbours and rk is the projected
radius distance to the k-th nearest neighbor. However, since
we are observing objects in the sky, two galaxies can appear
close to each other due to a projection effect while actually being physically distant from each other. One generally
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)

adopts velocity cuts or redshift slices around the galaxy target in order to mitigate such projection effects. This cut
is typically of order ± 1000 kms−1 (Muldrew et al. 2012;
Malavasi et al. 2015).
Here we use the same approach as Darvish et al. (2018)
. We use a sample of galaxies within a recessional velocity
range of ∆v = c∆ z = ± 2000 kms−1 corrected by incompleteness due to the flux limit of the sample. The projected
surface density is therefore defined as:
Σi =

1
k
,
ψ(Di ) πd 2

(3)

i

where Σi is the local projected surface density for galaxy i,
di is the projected comoving distance to the k-th neighbor.
ψ(Di ) is the selection function used to correct the sample for
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Figure 5. Photometry comparison between ELBA and DES for
filters g,r and i. In order to test our photometry accuracy we
compare our measured magnitudes to those on the DES survey
catalog. The difference in magnitude is typically very close to
zero, with a difference of 0.02 dex for sources with S/N ≥ 3.

the Malmquist bias as a function of the comoving distance
according to the following relation:
N(D)dD = AD2 ψ(D)dD,

(4)

where
ψ(D) = e

−



D
Dc

α

,

(5)

A is a normalization factor, Dc is a characteristic comoving distance corresponding to the peak of the redshift distribution, D is the comoving distance and N(D) is the number
of galaxies with measurements of D. The best fit model is
given by A = (2.09 ± 0.30) × 10−3 , Dc = 1713.39 ± 106.14M pc,
and α = 3.016 ± 0.478 (Figure 8).
Using the selection function we correct the local density measurements for each galaxy by weight 1/ψ(D). The
bottom panel in Figure 8 presents the selection function as
function of the comoving distance. In this figure the highlighted black point represents the comoving distance value
(D = 2344.4528) where ψ(D) = 0.1. To avoid large uncertainties and fluctuations in the density measurements, we use
galaxies where ψ(D) > 0.1. This corresponds to a comoving
distance equals to 2344.4528 Mpc. We did a lower cut of
D = 85 Mpc that corresponds to z ∼ 0.02 to avoid bright
sources.
As a sanity check, we attempt to recover the well established relation between galaxy morphologies and their environmental density. We know that in the local universe the
fraction of red galaxies depends on stellar mass and environment (Baldry et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2010). Using galaxies
down to z ∼ 1.0 , Peng et al. (2010) showed that the fraction
of red and massive galaxies is high for high-density environments. More recently, Kovač et al. (2014) have shown that
this dependence happens at least out to z = 0.7.
Here we define quiescent galaxies as those with specific star formation rates log(sSFR) 6 -10.5 (yr −1 ). We cal-

Figure 6. We gauge our photometric redshift accuracy by comparing our ELBA photometric redshifts with spectroscopic redshifts available on Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The top
panel show the distribution of values for δ z /(1 + z s p e c ), for photometric redshift measurements using only the ugri bands observed on ELBA. The bottom panel shows the correlation between ELBA photometric redshifts and SDSS spectroscopic redshifts. The solid line corresponds to values where the photometric
and spectroscopic redshifts are identical and the dotted lines represent z ph ot = z s p e c ± 0.15(1 + z s p e c ). Using only the four bands
available on ELBA survey, we recover 75% of the spectroscopic
redshifts at I AB ≤ 24 with σδ z/(1+z) = 0.0684 and a median bias
of δ z /(1 + z) = 0.0462.

culate environmental densities for all galaxies using the
KNN method in the flux-limited sample as described above.
We finally determine the fraction of quiescent galaxies in
a given density bin, considering the redshift range from
0.08 < z < 0.9. We note that this redshift range was chosen after the co-moving distance cut was applied, based on
the selection function. Figure 9 shows the results of this exercise, and we clearly reproduce the aforementioned relation.
We conclude that the method works as expected.
We remind the reader that the KNN method presents
a strong dependence on the number of neighbours (k) used
in the analysis, (e.g. Darvish et al. 2015). Small values of
K (1,2,3) yield unrealistic high-density values because of
Poisson noise and clustering of uncorrelated galaxies. Values of k equals to 4, 5 and 10 are usually used (e.g. Darvish
et al. 2018). δ values determined for each LBA in the sample
are shown in Table 3. We compare density measurements of
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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Figure 8. Top: Comoving distance distribution of the ELBA data
α
− D

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but now including JHK bands from
the UKIDSS survey. Photometric redshifts are vastly improved.
Adding the bands JHK available in UKIDSS we perform new
photometric redshift measurements and recover 87% of the spectroscopic redshifts at I AB ≤ 24 with σδ z/(1+z) = 0.0228 and a
median bias of δz/(1 + z) = 0.0186.

(in bins of ∆D = 225M pc). The best fit model (D 2 e D c ; red
solid line) given by A = (2.09 ± 0.30) × 10−3 , D c = 1713.39 ± 106.14,
α = 3.016 ± 0.478, and the initial fit (dashed line). Bottom: Selection function (ψ) as function of comoving distance. The black
point shows where ψ = 0.1. This corresponds to D = 2441.2660
Mpc.

LBAs and the general galaxy population between 4th, 5th
and 10th nearest neighbors (Figure 10). The median absolute deviation (MAD) between the density values of the
4th and 5th, 4th and 10th, and 5th and 10th are 0.04, 0.12
and 0.09, respectively (Figure 10. Since k5 and k4 presents
almost the same values, we will use k4 instead of k5 as a
estimator for small scale environment.Our analyses for the
sample of LBA will take into consideration the 4th and 10th
values obtained using the technique.

6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The local environment correlates with many galaxy properties (e.g., star formation history, stellar mass, galaxy morphology, gas kinematics) which are also related to star formation and AGN activity (Kauffmann et al. 2004; Darvish
et al. 2018; Bluck et al. 2019). We note, however, that many
of these studies are based on galaxies in the local universe
z ∼ 1. Therefore, the role of environment in the distant universe has not been fully explored, and faces significant observational challenges related to incompleteness in stellar
mass and luminosity. Therefore, investigating the local environment of local analogues of high-redshift galaxies offers
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)

Figure 9. As a test of our local density estimation methodology,
we measure the fraction of quiescent galaxies as a function of
density (log δ).We notice the clear correlation between specific
star formation rates and galaxy environments. In agreement with
the morphology-density relation, the fraction of red galaxies is
much higher in dense environments.

important constraints on galaxy formation and evolution in
the distant universe (e.g. Basu-Zych et al. 2009a; Adelberger
et al. 2005; Contursi et al. 2017; Santana-Silva et al. 2018).
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Figure 10. Comparison between the estimated surface density
densities using the (top) 4th and 5th, (middle) 4th and 10th,
and (below) 5th and 10th nearest-neighbors. The median absolute
deviation(MAD) between the density values is also presented in
each plot.

6.1

LBAs reside in small galaxy groups or in
galaxy pairs

LBAs were selected based on their compact sizes, replicating properties of high-redshift Lyman break galaxies (e.g.
Heckman et al. 2005; Hoopes et al. 2007, Figure 1). Further
investigation using higher resolution HST images revealed
disturbed morphologies with evidence for mergers or galaxy
interactions (Overzier et al. 2009, 2010b). In addition to suggesting recent interactions with nearby neighbors, Overzier
et al. (2009) showed that similar processes may occur also at
z > 3 LBGs, but that these signatures are less evident due
to lower spatial resolution and surface brightness dimming
effects.
Basu-Zych et al. (2009a) studied the correlation function of z ∼ 1 UVLGs and found a higher pair fraction in
these galaxies compared to that of other galaxy populations
(e.g., late-type or early-type galaxies) in the same field. This

suggested that galaxy mergers were the most-likely driver
of the the high levels of star formation in these galaxies.
Other high-SFR galaxies, such as LIRGS and ULIRGS, also
present similarly high pair fractions and assumed merger
rates, yet they appear different from ULVGs or LBAs, containing significantly higher quantities of dust.
The aforementioned studies highlight the important role
that the small-scale environment plays in high-SFR galaxies.
In this work, the main advance in studying the local environment near LBAs results from the application of the nearest
neighbor method (see Section 5) on deep images from DECam data. In table 3 we present the density measurements
obtained using the nearest neighbor estimator for the nine
LBAs in our sample. For these galaxies, considering the nearest neighbor value obtained using k10, we found that these
galaxies are located within low density regions. Therefore,
we conclude the LBAs do not reside in dense galaxy clusters.
Moreover, we find that k4 is generally higher than
k10, i.e., the physical density is higher in smaller scales,
and therefore-these galaxies may reside within small galaxy
groups or pairs. Figure 11 shows the density distribution
of the general galaxy population, using both the largescale(k10) and small-scale(k4) estimators. The median values of LBAs is always higher than the median of all galaxies,
with the k4 density value being particularly different from
the general population.
We perform a Kolmogorov-Sminov (KS) test to verify
whether the distributions of density values for the general
galaxy population and the LBA sample are statistically distinguishable. We found that, comparing the densities for the
estimator k10, the distributions are slightly different. For
this case we found a p-value for the null hypothesis(i.e. that
they are drawn from the same parent population) of ∼ 30%
(statistic=0.3273, p-value=0.29016). However, for the k4
density estimator, the p-value is below 1% (statistic=0.5456,
p-value=0.0095), confirming the distinct environments that
these galaxy populations inhabit at small scales.
Since the merger process can trigger a burst of star formation (e.g. Cibinel et al. 2019), we infer that the small-scale
environments of these galaxies is relevant to their observed
high SFRs. In addition to merger/interaction signatures, the
HST images are useful in identifying clumpy structures, indicative of very massive and concentrated star-forming regions (Overzier et al. 2009)). This clumpy star formation
is often a result of minor mergers (Elmegreen et al. 2007;
Garland et al. 2015). Studying the kinematics of the ionized gas in LBAs, Basu-Zych et al. (2009b) and Gonçalves
et al. (2010) find evidence of dispersion dominated kinematics, consistent with recent merger activity.
We compare the local environment of the LBAs with
that of the general population of galaxies in the field by relating the density estimator values with the stellar mass of
galaxies (Figure 12). We divide the general population of
galaxies into different stellar mass bins and compare the
median stellar mass and density estimator values of the
LBAs with those for the general population. To estimate
the galaxy properties(stellar masses, SFR), we used LePhare (Ilbert et al. 2006) with templates from Bruzual &
Charlot (2003). Our comparison allows us to verify that at
large scales (k10 estimator, top panel), the value for the
LBA sample is consistent with that of the general population, which appears flat over the entire range of stellar mass
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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star formation efficiency caused by gas accretion from the
halo (e.g. Basu-Zych et al. 2009a).
Adelberger et al. (2005) used cross-correlation functions
to investigate the halo mass in Lyman break galaxies. They
found disagreement between the observed and modeled mass
for small scales, and argue that this discrepancy is caused
by small objects that inhabit the same halo, but are not detected at high redshift due to limitations in sensitivity. In
agreement with Adelberger et al. (2005) our results suggests
that LBAs populate regions denser than average, in comparison with other galaxies in the same field (Figure 12). We
argue therefore that the discrepancy found by Adelberger
et al. (2005) is indeed caused by the non-detection of less
massive companions, to which we are more sensitive at low
redshift.

6.2
Figure 11. Distribution of the density measurements for the estimators k4(black) and k10(red). Solid lines represents the median
value for the measurements obtained for the general population
of galaxies, considering the estimators k4(black) and k10(red).
Dashed lines represent the median densities just for LBAs, obtained using both estimators(k4, blask dashed line and k10, red
dashed line). Comparing the densities for the the estimator k10,
the distributions are slightly different. For this case we found
a p-value ∼ 30% (statistic=0.3273, p-value=0.29016). However,
comparing the densities for the estimator k4, we found that the
distributions are completely different.For this case we found a
p-value below 1% (statistic=0.5456, pvalue=0.0095). This measurements, even for a small sample of LBAs, represents a strong
evidence that LBAs populated regions denser than the general
population of galaxies.

bins. However, at small scales (k4 estimator, bottom panel)
we observe that the LBAs mean density appears almost 2
dex higher than the general population of galaxies, which
suggests that LBAs inhabit environments denser than other
galaxies at small scales. This result and interpretation agree
with Basu-Zych et al. (2009a), who found that UVLGs are
mostly found in pairs and small groups. Since LBAs are a
subsample of UVLGs with the highest surface brightnesses,
we conclude that LBAs occupy small groups of galaxies or
pairs, consistent with the prevalence of merger activity inferred from HST observations (Overzier et al. 2009) and
kinematics studies (Basu-Zych et al. 2009b; Gonçalves et al.
2010). A larger ELBA study containing more LBAs would
yield a more statistically robust result.
Kauffmann et al. (2004) suggested a critical stellar
mass of ∼ 1010.3 M as a boundary between two distinct
galaxy populations: massive quiescent galaxies and lowmass, highly star-forming objects. LBA stellar masses vary
within the range of 9 ≤ logM?/M ≤ 11 (e.g. Hoopes et al.
2007).Since LBAs appear similar to high redshift galaxies
(e.g., compact morphologies, high specific SFRs, low metallicities and dust attenuations), compared to other nearby
(z<1) star-forming galaxies, they present a unique and ideal
sample of galaxies for studying galaxy evolution over cosmic time. Many questions remain regarding what drives the
high SFRs in these galaxies: mergers due to dense smallscale environments (e.g., close pairs or groups) or increased
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)

LBAs as proxies for galaxy preprocessing at
high redshift

The fact that LBAs inhabit groups and small scale overdensities when compared with galaxies of similar stellar mass
and SFR could be an evidence of preprocessing. This is reinforced by the observational signatures of tidal effects and
mergers, which are also believed to be indicative of preprocessing (Mihos 2003).
Galaxy groups are natural structures to observe preprocessing phenomena, which are mainly driven by gravitational interactions (e.g. Mihos 2003). Part of the expected
transformations in galaxy structure happen in early conditions that are not easily observed in galaxy clusters, but can
happen in small scale structures such as galaxy pairs and in
filaments (Dressler et al. 2004). Furthermore, we estimate
that at least 50% of the LBAs are classified as mergers due
to disturbed kinematics or morphologies (Gonçalves et al.
2010; Overzier et al. 2010b). Therefore, we argue that the
small-scale environment does play a role in shaping these
galaxies and regulating star formation.
At the same time, assuming the analogy with the highredshift universe is valid, both LBAs and LBGs are mainsequence star-forming galaxies, i.e. their star formation rates
are similar to the typical star-forming galaxies of same stellar mass at that redshift (z ∼ 1.5 − 2.0 in the case of
LBAs)(Contursi et al. 2017). That would indicate that the
merging process is not violent enough to produce strong starburst episodes that will subsequently rapidly quench star
formation. Instead, we argue that the observed processes are
consistent with a picture in which gas inflows from the intergalactic medium and ”wet” (gas-rich) mergers fuel a nearly
steady state, in which violent disk instabilities promote compaction and bulge growth at high redshift. This is consistent
with several predictions from simulations and actual observations of the distant universe (Barro et al. 2013; Ceverino
et al. 2015). Indeed, we do observe the bulge growth in several objects in the LBA sample. Overzier et al. (2009) have
shown that 6 out of 30 objects observed with the HST, or
20 percent of the sample, have DCOs whose bolometric luminosities are dominated not by AGN activity but by star
formation (Jia et al. 2011; Alexandroff et al. 2012), within
very dense regions smaller than 100pc. These could be the
result of the loss and transference of angular momentum
necessary to transport material to the central regions of the
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Figure 12. The plots show the relation between each density estimator as function of stellar mass, star formation rate and specific
star formation rate. The blue points shows the overall distribution for all galaxies observed on ELBA‘s fields. the black x represents the
median density for a given stellar mass (top left), star formation rate (top rigth) and specific star formation (bottom) bin with their
respective uncertainties. The red x represents the median stellar mass (top left), star formation rate (top right), specific star formation
rate (bottom) and median density for the general population of galaxies. The red circle represents the median stellar mass (top left),
star formation rate (top right), specific star formation rate (bottom) and density measurement for LBA sample. These plots show that
the LBA sample occupies environments denser than the overall populations of galaxies based on small-scale measurements using the 4th
nearest neighbour estimator.

galaxy, leading to bulge growth and subsequent decrease of
SFRs.

7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study the environment of LBAs using the
photometric data from our ELBA survey. LBAs share similar properties with high-redshift star-forming galaxies and
work as excellent proxies for the study of galaxy formation in
the distant universe. To measure the local environment for

each galaxy in the sample we apply the KNN method following the methodology of Darvish et al. (2018). Our main
contributions are the following.
• The ELBA survey provides deep photometric data ∼2
mags deeper than SDSS in the g band for 10σ point source
detection for 33 square degrees in the sky. This is 1 magnitude deeper than DES in the same band. This allows for
an investigation of the environments occupied by different
galaxy populations down to fainter limits, probing less massive galaxies. This data will be made publicly available and
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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Table 3. Density measurements obtained using the KNN method
for each LBA in the sample. All the values was corrected by the
selection function.
Galaxy
LBA223
LBA231
LBA218
LBA238
LBA242
LBA246
LBA326
LBA334
LBA349

log δ k4
-0.31
0.78
1.05
1.66
0.04
2.04
1.44
1.57
-1.25

log δ k5
-0.75
0.21
1.38
1.55
0.16
1.01
1.22
1.02
-1.07

log δ k10
-0.49
0.13
0.55
1.18
-0.39
0.45
0.74
-0.58
-0.08

can be used by the community at large for a number of
galaxy formation and evolution studies.
• The photo-z measurements in this work , using u,g,r
and i bands from DECam and J,H,K from UKIRT (Lawrence
et al. 2007), are consistent with other papers that use several
(ie 4–10) photometric bands (e.g. Sánchez et al. 2014). We
use these redshifts to determine the environmental densities
of all objects in our catalogue.
• Based on the density estimator k4 we conclude that
LBAs, reside in small groups (pairs or systems of up to 4
members), as opposed to massive galaxy clusters. The median density value for LBAs is similar to that of the general
population of galaxies. This is based on density estimators
for larger structures (namely the distance to the 10-th nearest neighbour, k10).
• Analysing density estimators for smaller scale structures (k4) we find that the median density of LBAs is higher
than that of other galaxies of similar stellar mass, star formation rates and specific star formation rates. We interpret
this as evidence for small scale clustering in LBA environments. This result agrees with merger signatures observed in
high-resolution images (e.g. Overzier et al. 2009) and previous studies that find LBAs to have high pair fractions (e.g.
Basu-Zych et al. 2009a). These conclusions are also consistent with results for star-forming galaxies at high redshift
(Adelberger et al. 2005).
• We interpret our results as indication that LBAs are a
sample of galaxies located in low redshift that are passing
through early stages of preprocessing. This process, both
for LBAs and high-redshift star-forming galaxies, does not
necessarily generate strong starburst events, but lead to disk
instabilities and compaction that will yield bulge growth and
the gradual quenching of star formation.
Future work will apply the same analysis for other highz analogues samples such as emission line galaxies and green
peas (e.g. Xia et al. 2012; Jaskot & Oey 2013; Yang et al.
2017). This will enable a similar investigation of the influence
of environment on the properties of distinct galaxies, that
might represent good low-redshift laboratories of earlier cosmological epochs. We will use our observations to constrain
the predictions from cosmological simulations (e.g. the IllustrisTNG; Pillepich et al. 2019) and better understand the
physics that drives higher SFRs in LBAs and LBGs.
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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